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Abstract  
A new optimization technique of ribbed plates with discrete varying (heterogeneous) stiffness 
is proposed. It consists of analysis of optimal continuous varying stiffness, division of plate 
into discrete domains and sizing optimization of plate’s internal structure. The optimal 
continuous varying stiffness is obtained by minimizing structural compliance and differences 
of stress fields.  The geometry of plate’s internal structure is optimized by using trained Feed-
Forward Artificial Neural Network and Genetic Algorithm. A method to avoid of stress 
concentrations in connections of discrete domains is proposed.  

 
 

1 Introduction  
 
The Plates and shells with variable stiffness are investigated in past two decades. 
Optimization of fiber orientation angle [1] or thickness optimization [2] problems are usually 
referred to variable stiffness plates. Optimal properties of plate or shell in cases of 
complicated objective function or many design variables are obtained by using Genetic 
Algorithm [3,4] or Ant Colony algorithm [5,6].  

A significant material reduction could be reached by using sandwich structures instead  of 
lamina in cases of thick flexural plates [7,8,9]. Sandwich plates could be modeled by using 
any of plates theory in case if effective elastic properties of core are known. Effective elastic 
properties of sandwich could be obtained analytically or by using finite element method  
[10,11].  

A numerical simulations and experimental investigation [12] show that properties of core 
material and skins of flexural sandwich plates should not be uniform. This problem related to 
multilayer lamina is successfully solved using topology optimization approach [13,14], 
discrete material optimization method [15], Ant colony algorithm [16] or Genetic algorithm 
[17, 18]. 

Sandwich plates with continuously or discrete varying stiffness is not enough investigated yet. 
Therefore there are proposed a new optimization technique of plates with discrete varying 
bending and shear stiffness and analyzed stress concentration in connections of discrete 
domains. 
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2 Analysis of continuous variable stiffness 
 

Optimal stiffness of orthotropic plate is defined by five independent functions (1 ). 
They are used to modify the coupled bending and shear stiffness matrix 0D . The objective 
function )(xC  (2 ) consists of two parts. The first part is used to minimize the structural 
compliance function )(xc  and second part to minimize stress gradient )(x . The minimization 
is done using optimal criteria procedure. The second part is necessary to obtain the structure 
with maximal equally stressed all regions of plate. The minimal stress gradients is achieved 
by minimizing the absolute value of difference between average stress and stress in each point 
of plate. Stress gradients of compressions and tension stress components are minimized in the 
outer planes of plate, but differences of shear stress components are minimized in the middle 
plane of plate. Each part of objective functions is multiplied by normalized weight parameters 

21 ,hh . If there are not special requirements they could be assumed to be equal 
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 where ijD - coefficients of material bending stiffness matrix of plate according to first-order 

shear deformation theory( 2,3311,12,21,2=i - coefficients of bending stiffness, 44,55=i - 
coefficients of shear stiffness), Ne - total number of finite elements, )(xi

kl - function of stress 
component 3,2311,22,12,1=kl , )(xav

kl - averaged stress component kl  in the structure, )(xK - 
structures stiffness matrix, )(xU - structures displacement vector, )(xF - structures force 

vector, maxc - maximal value of compliance field of non-optimized strucutre, max

kl - maximal 
difference of stress fields of non-optimized structure. 
Optimization problem (1)-(6) is solved by gradient based approach. 
 
3 Discrete domain optimization and sizing optimization 
 

Practically it is difficult to manufacture a constant thickness plate with continuously 
varying stiffness. Therefore it is proposed to divide the plate into discrete domains with 
constant stiffness in each domain. A computational method of optimal division of plate into 
discrete domains will be described in this section. 

The method is based on the minimization of function of square of difference between 
interopolated or approximated stiffness coefficients ),( 21 yyX j  and averaged discrete stiffness 

coefficients )(
_

i

j

iX   in each domain:  
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The optimal geometrical properties of plates  of internal structure- ),...,,(= 21 nppppp  are 

obtained by minimizing the functions )( pP   
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max QQMMMMQ - maximal bending moments, twisting moment and 

shear forces that could be carried by current dimensions of cross section, 
),,,,(= yzxzxyyx QQMMMMQ - maximal bending moments, twisting moment and shear forces in 

current discrete domain, 1..5=, iki - weight coefficients, calculated according to equation  
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 where k - coefficient that are used to avoid from cross section with less load bearing capacity 
than necessary. 

The vector maxMQ  is calculated by using trained feed-forward three layer Artificial 
Neural Network [19,20] 

 
  211,112,12 )(= bbpWfWfMQmax      (10) 

 
 where )(= ipp - vector consisting of geometrical properties of plates internal structure, 21 , ff - 
activation functions, 1,12,1 ,WW - weight matrix, 2b - bias vector.  
 
4 Results 
 

  Optimization is done for a rectangular plate divided into 16 discrete regions. The 
internal cell type structure of plate is chosen as shown in ( fig. 1, where 1p - width of cell, 2p - 
length of cell, 3p - thickness of curved rib with constant curvature, 4p - thickness of straight 
rib, 5p - thickness of top skin sheet, 6p - thickness of bottom skin sheet, 7p - total thickness of 
plate. Structural elements of plate are created form plywood with elastic properties- 

MPaE 16400=1 , MPaE 680=2 , MPaG 890=12 , MPaG 1540=13 , MPaG 230=23 , 0.04=12 , 0.043=13 , 
0.48=23 . The plate are simply supported on all and two edges with uniformly distributed 

load KPaq 1= . 
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Figure 1. Internal structure of cell type plate [21]. 

 
Due to symmetry of structure one quarter- 4 discrete regions are optimized. Discrete 

domains are defined with two independent parameters ,1)(,1),( ypxp . Optimal values of these 
parameters are obtained using Genetic Algorithm. Comparison of maximal deflection of plate 
with the same material consumption is shown in figure 2. It shows that it is not necessary to 
divide plate in large number of discrete regions to obtain plate with optimal stiffness.  

The dimensions of structural elements are optimized in two steps. In first step is 
trained ANN but in second step optimal parameters ( ),,,(= 5321 ppppp ) are obtained using GA 
and trained ANN. Optimal number of neurons are 15 and amount of training data should not 
be less than 300 different cases when input vector consists of 4 parameters and output vector 
of 5 parameters. Other parameters were assumed to be constant- mp 0.0065=4 , mp 0.25=7 , 

56 = pp . Genetic Algorithm is stochastic method therefore several independent runs were done 
and most optimal properties were chosen.  

The structure with optimized parameters is compared with non-optimized. Case 1-5 
indicate plate with suports on all edges and length 6m, width 4.5m, but case 6-9 indicate plate 
with suports on two edges with span 6m and width 2m. Other geometrical properties of 
analysed cases are shown in table 1.  

Plates are compared by using specific strength criteria of maximal normal stress 
(fc,0,k=27.7 MPa), shear stress (fv,k=9.5 MPa) and deflection (maximal deflection- 
1/200*span). Results are shown in table 2. and table 3.  
 

 
Figure 2. Relative deflection (relative to deflection of non-optimized structure) of optimized, discrete optimized 

(16 discrete domains) and non-optimized structure depending on ratio of plate width and length. 
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Figure 3. Normal stress field in optimized plate with discrete structure (case 3). 

 
A significant stress concentration appears in connection of domain 3 and 4 as shown in figure 
3. It could be explained by the fact that in domain 3 main load carrying element is curved ribs, 
but in domain 4- top and bottom skins and connection between them are poor.  Therefore it is 
recommended to use thicker skins in the stress concentration zone, or obtain optimal stiffness 
by changing only ribs and skins keep constant thickness in all plate. 
 

α, 

[deg]

α, 

[deg]

α, 

[deg]

α, 

[deg]

1 300 560 20.4 3.6 0

2 300 560 20.4 12 0

3 249 670.3 31.95 4.473 90 378.9 576.6 29.28 22.46 0 348.7 583 31.95 14.8 90 342.8 616.5 6.518 31.95 0

4 249 670.3 31.95 4.473 90 378.9 576.6 29.28 22.46 0 348.7 583 31.95 7.165 90 342.8 616.5 6.518 31.95 0

5 249 670.3 31.95 22.46 90 378.9 576.6 29.28 22.46 0 348.7 583 31.95 22.46 90 342.8 616.5 6.518 22.46 0

6 300 560 20.4 3.6 0

7 300 560 20.4 12 0

8 300 560 12 12 0 300 560 6 12 0

9 300 560 12 6 0 300 560 6 12 0

Domain 1. Domain 2. Domain 3. Domain 4.

Case no. ,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

,
mm

 
Table 1. Geometrical parameters of plates internal structure, α-  orientation angle with x axis (see fig. 3),  case 1-
5: thickness 0.25m, length (x axis) 4.5m, width (y axis) 6m, plate simply supported on all edges, case 6-9: 
thickness 0.25m, length (x axis) 6 m, width (y axis) 2m, plate simply supported at x=0 and x=6. Cases 1,2,6,7 are 
non-optimized, others are optimized. 
 

 

Case 
no. 

Mass, kg 

Specific strength, Kpa/kg 

Normal stress 
Shear 
stress 

Deflection 

1 249.0 0.0079 0.0404 0.0565 
2 328.4 0.0224 0.0557 0.0957 
3 373.8 0.0030 0.0090 0.0177 
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4 394.1 0.0051 0.0085 0.0168 
5 417.1 0.0470 0.0557 0.0992 

 Table 2. Specific strength of simply supported on all edges, 5.4x6m, 0.25m thick plate according to normal 
stress criteria, shear stress criteria and deflection criteria.  
 

Case 
no. 

Mass, kg 

Specific strength, Kpa/kg 

Normal 
stress 

Shear 
stress 

Deflection 

6 145.7 0.0434 0.1039 0.1003 
7 145.3 0.0294 0.0845 0.0774 
8 130.8 0.0473 0.1138 0.1088 
9 120.1 0.0253 0.0647 0.0680 

Table 3. Specific strength of simply supported on two edges, 2x6m (span 6m), 0.25m thick plate according to 
normal stress criteria, shear stress criteria and deflection criteria. 
 
According to results shown in table 1 biggest specific strength is achieved by case 5, where 
the top and bottom skins are constant thickness and only geometry of ribs are varied to obtain 
necessary stiffness in each domain. The same situation appears when analyze simply 
supported plate on two edges. Biggest specific strength is achieved by keeping constant 
thickness skins and modifying only geometry of ribs (case 8) to obtain necessary stiffness in 
each discrete domain.  
 
5 Conclusions 
 
A new optimization method consisting of analysis of optimal bending and shear stiffness, 
dividing into optimal discrete domains and optimizations internal structure of plates with 
discrete varying stiffness is proposed.  
Significant normal stress concentration appears into connection between discrete domains of 
optimized plate. It could be significantly reduced by increasing thickness of top and bottom 
skins in that zone or by using constant and large enough thickness top and bottom skins in all 
domains. 
The reduction of deflection of rectangular simply supported on all edges plate could be 
obtained up to 40% in case of optimized internal structure of plate for uniformly distributed 
load.  
In the next work it is necessary to analyze stress concentration zones taking into account 
material nonlinearity more detail and optimize plate for more complicated load cases. 
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